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Season Two of Corbins Bend, The Second
Collection contains His Forever Summer
by Tara Finnegan Carla Methon has tread
on a lot of toes, mens and womens alike.
But no one could be more dissatisfied with
Carla than the lady herself. With a
compunction to throw herself at every man
within a three mile radius and a serious
case of foot in mouth disease, Carla knows
she is in desperate need of being taken in
hand before she does any more damage to
her reputation. Kieran OBrien needs to
escape a broken relationship and he invites
himself to spend a summer with his brother
in Corbins Bend. But Kieran is a totally
unsuspecting vanilla with no idea of the
ethos of the community he is about to
enter. The pair strike up an unlikely
friendship of vanilla and spice, with one
stipulation - it is only a summer fling. By
the time Kieran boards his flight to return
to Ireland he wishes his summer could last
forever. Can he find the courage, not only
to admit the extent of his feelings, but to
take on the role Carla so desperately needs
him to be? The One She Loves by
Constance Masters Carol and Crystal love
the lives they share in Corbins Bend with
their nine year old daughter, Brianna. Carol
is a taken in hand bundle of fun but she is
not a Susie homemaker. Their house is
often times a mess. Shed rather spend time
living life than cleaning. She loves Crystal
and Brianna and she loves spending time
with her friends. She often finds herself
over her girlfriends knee for a bare
bottomed spanking for getting her priorities
wrong. Crystal is a fire-fighter and the head
of their loving home. Shes fit, neat and
organized. Apart from her career, Carol
and Brianna are her world, and while she
knows friendships are important, she feels
somewhat threatened by how much her girl
shares with her friends and not with her.
When Carol decides she wants a baby, it
throws their house into a spin. Crystal isnt
sure and wants to wait. When Carols three
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naughty friends from Leading the Way (4th
in the Corbins Bend Series) see how
disappointed their friend is, they help the
young mom go on a sperm search with
hilarious results. Only problem is, Crystal
knows nothing about their hijinks. Can a
punishment fix this mess? Or will what
Crystal sees as disloyalty, tear them apart?
Lifes Unexpected Gifts by Livia Grant
Violence has been part of Hallie
Boudreauxs life for too long. Deciding all
men are barbaric abusers, shes once again
on the run away from danger. Desperate to
feel safe, if even for a few days, Hallie
remembers the only time she had felt truly
happy in the last seven years were the
summers spent at her Aunt Jenna and
Uncle Calberts. Taking a chance her aunt
might take her in, Hallie points her
dilapidated car towards Corbins Bend,
praying she makes it there before her
clunker takes its last gasp. Troy Jackson
cant wait to surprise his sister on her 30th
birthday. Hes recently moved back to
Colorado to be closer to his only relative,
Traci, a psychologist living in Corbins
Bend. The surprise is on Troy when his
normally conscientious sister runs amok on
her big birthday proving that even
intelligent, independent women still need
the stern guidance of the men in their lives.
Having grown up with loving parents who
practiced the domestic discipline way of
life, both Traci and Troy subscribe to the
founding principles of the Corbins Bend
community wholeheartedly. Hallies family
is thrilled to have her in Corbins Bend, but
can Hallie come to terms with living in a
community based on its endorsement of
spanking, a practice Hallie sees as abuse.
Can Tracis counseling help her overcome
her fear in order to accept her new life in
Corbins Bend, or is it Tracis brother who
ultimately has the power to show Hallie
that not all men are abusers? A Perfect
Partnership by Rayanna
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